
Be sure to use lubrication on all stainless steel nuts & bolts to prevent galling.

GEN 1 Toyota Tundra

 �***Special Note: Transmission 
wings will install on the side of the 
transmission plate. They will install 
on the inside of the plate with the 
angle facing out. 
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 �1. On the front cross member 
there will be two holes that are 
tapped to M8 1.25. Locate them. 
They may need to be cleaned out 
prior to trying to screw the bolts 
into then. Take two of the M8 1.25 
bolts supplied in the kit install the 
larger washers on these two bolts 
and screw them in part way. 

 �2.  The Transmission plate will slide 
onto these bolts. It should hang 
there but be careful as it will want 
to fall off.
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 �3. On the Rear/transfer case cross 
member there are two M8 1.25 
threaded holes. These will need 
to be cleaned out. The rear of the 
transmission plate will mount 
to these four holes (two on each 
side). Install the included M8 1.25 
bolts. Note: The larger holes on the 
outside of the transmission transfer 
case will line up to the larger hole 
shown above. Extra bolts can be 
installed if desired but are not 
included.

 �4. If you are installing the transfer 
case plate, do not tighten the 
transmission plate all the way 
down. The Transfer case plate will 
slide in between the Transmission 
plate and the frame. 
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 �5. If installing the transfer case 
plate, locate the exhaust hangers 
on each side of the frame. They 
are about 15-18” behind the 
transfer case cross member. 
Remove the bolts. Be sure to use 
some type of penetrating oil on 
these bolts.

 �6. The transfer case brackets 
will mount where these bolts 
are. You will re-use the bolts 
and original exhaust bracket.

 �7. After installing brackets, 
slide transfer case plate above 
transmission plate as shown. 
After plate is installed, line up 
holes on transfer case plate to 
transfer case brackets. Install 
½” bolts. You can now tighten 
everything down. 
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